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Loud music and voices of several men talking trash  

and laughing are heard (OS). 

 

EXT.  DETROIT MICHIGAN CITY SKYLINE - NIGHT 

 

FADE UP on the night sky.  A full moon is hanging  

in the starless night. 

 

TILT DOWN we see an old high-rise apartment building.   

 

Shot zooms in with camera moving as though we are  

POV of someone walking toward the building.  

Superimpose Titles: 

 

The Manchester Apartment Building 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING- TRAP HOUSE APARTMENT - 

NIGHT 

 

Four people are in the apartment, all are sporting a hard 

but hip street look that suggests they have hood leanings. 

BUTCH GIRL (late teens) and VIDEO GUY (22) are sitting on 

the couch wearing head pieces and playing an online video 

game. COKE GUY (late 20’s)is sitting in a chair with a 

coffee table in front of him doing lines of coke. Last guy 

is in and out of the kitchen drinking beer, KITCHEN GUY 

also (late 20’s) and is smoking a blunt. 

 

All are armed.  Camera pans around the room and we see  

weapons and a few stacks of cash and bags of weed. 

 

Butch Girl 

Yall niggas ain’t shiiiiiiiiit! 

 

Video Guy  

Will you please kill this mother 

fucka? Please! Please shoot his  

ass! 

 

Butch Girl 

 

Kitchen Guy 

Why yall playing that old ass game? 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - EIGHTH FLOOR H 

ALLWAY – NIGHT 

 

Hall way is sparsely lit by only a few working  

lights.  At the far end the old, creaky elevator opens.   
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DARREL well-built (20) black man emerges  

carrying several bags of junk food.  About half way  

he starts fumbling for his keys. He drops his keys  

and as he bends over to pick them up, his gun falls  

out of his belt. 

 

Darrel 

Oh shit! Damn.  Damn, damn, damn. 

 

The groceries spill out. 

Darrel(CONT’D) 

 

…the fuck? 

 

As he’s picking up his gun and groceries, he hears  

a clicking sound up the hall a ways.  He pauses for  

a moment but sees and hears nothing.  He gathers his  

things and stands.  One of the doors in the hall opens  

and RUFUS, (60’s) black man peeks his head out. 

 

Rufus 

It’s too late for all that damn  

noise! 

Darrel 

Go your old ass to bed Rufus!   

Don’t fuck with me tonight, I WILL  

shoot an old nigga. 

 

Rufus shuts the door and Darrel starts walking toward 

the apartment.  He thinks he hears the clicking sound 

now behind him, he stops, turns and sees nothing.  He  

Turns back and heads down the hall to the apartment. 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING TRAP HOUSE APARTMENT - 

NIGHT 

 

There is a sudden, loud, continuous stream of knocks  

on the door that startles everyone.  They all freeze  

and go deathly quiet.  Looking back and forth at each  

other, they all draw their weapons as the guy sitting  

doing coke stands and begins to stalk toward the door.   

The banging continues as he reaches the door and looks  

through the peep hole. 

 

Coke Guy 

(yelling) 

Darrel? What the hell is wrong  

with you, man? 
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Through the peep hole we see Darrel’s face.  His  

nose is bleeding and it looks as though he’s having  

trouble controlling his eyes. 

 

Darrel 

Open the door man. 

 

Coke Guy 

The fu…? Are you drunk?  Again?   

This shit again Darrel? This  

nigga went out and got wasted! 

 

Tensions start to ease in the room and everyone goes  

back to what they were doing. 

 

Butch Girl 

Tell that nigga to use the secret  

knock! 

 

Everyone laughs. 

 

Darrel 

Open the door.  Open the door. 

 

 

Coke Guy 

Oh I’m bout to open the door…and  

kick your drunk ass. 

 

Coke Guy reaches around and puts his gun in the back  

of his pants, and then begins unlocking the several  

locks on the door.    

 

INT./EXT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - TRAP HOUSE 

APARTMENT - EIGHTH FLOOR HALL WAY 

 

As Coke Guy begins unlocking the door, CROSS CUT  

between inside and outside of the door.  Outside CU  

of the side and back of Darrel’s head. 

 

Darrel 

Open the door.  Open the door.   

Open. The. Door. 

 

PULL BACK TO REVEAL Darrel’s head has been severed  

and is being held up to the peep hole by a creature  

dressed as a man wearing a hoody obscuring his face. 
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His left hand is inside of Darrel’s neck and is work- 

-ing his head like a hand puppet controlling his eyes  

and mouth.   

 

Blood is everywhere. Continue to PULL BACK, we see  

his other hand as he leans against the wall.  It’s  

black and covered with what looks like scales and his  

long fingers have long, sharp, black claws.   

 

Darrel’s headless body is twitching on the hall  

floor next to bags of spilled snacks, blood pumping  

out of it. The door slowly begins to open and as soon  

as it does the creature KICKS IT HARD causing it to  

swing wide open. 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - TRAP HOUSE  

APARTMENT - NIGHT 

 

When the door flies open it knocks the Coke Guy backward 

several feet.  He lands, hard. Everyone inside is startled 

for a second.   

 

The creature steps into the room, his face still obscured 

by his hood and throws Darrel’s head at  

the Coke Guy, then stands in front of the open door. 

The creature begins licking blood off his fingers.  

Everyone in the room waits for a few beats startled,  

then pull out their guns and start shooting. 

 

The creature is caught in a hail of bullets but does  

not budge. 

 

The bullets run out. Still standing in the doorway,  

the creature lifts his hands and his long, black claws  

begin to extend even further. He lifts his head and  

beneath his hood we can make out an obsidian black face  

and suddenly three rows of glowing yellow eyes blink open  

as he opens a mouth full of sharp, white teeth.   

 

Still pointing the now empty gun. 

 

Coke Guy 

(whispers) 

What the fuck are you? 

 

In one smooth motion without turning the creature kicks  

the door shut behind him, then rushes toward the men. 
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INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - EIGHTH FLOOR HALLWAY  

- NIGHT 

 

Outside of the closed door for a beat, then the voices  

of the four men begin screaming in terror starts.  Shot  

pulls back from the door and down the hallway passing  

several closed doors as the screaming continues. 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - OLD LADY’S APARTMENT  

– MOMENTS LATER. 

 

Inside one of the apartments a white haired, OLD LADY  

hears the screams as they continue.  She shudders. 

 

Old Lady 

Lord Jesus. 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - EIGHTH FLOOR  

HALLWAY- MOMENTS LATER 

 

The screams continue to get louder and louder echoing  

their way down the poorly lit hallway. 

 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - YOUNG MOTHER’S  

APARTMENT - MOMENTS LATER 

 

A young black woman is sitting at her kitchen table  

cradling her two-year-old daughter.  She covers her ears  

as the screams reach them. 

 

EXT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT 

 

Screams are still ringing in the night.  TILT UP on the  

night sky and the full moon. 

 

Fade Out. 

 

EXT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING- EARLY MORNING 

 

The sun is just starting to rise. Police cars are  

parked around the entrance of the building, their  

blue and red lights still flashing. 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - EIGHTH FLOOR HALLWAY  

- CONTINUOUS 

 

Elevator doors opens and the floor is crawling with cops.  
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OFFICER NILES, (30’S) short, white female in uniform is 

standing directly in front of the elevator. 

 

Officer Niles 

Morning Detective. 

 

DETECTIVE DARIN SHELLEY, or DARIN, (38) wearing a black  

suit and coat steps off the elevator. 

 

Darin 

What do we got, Niles? 

 

They start walking slowly down the hallway, stepping under 

a line of yellow tape. 

 

Niles 

You’re going to have to tell me,  

sir... 

 

They make their way to a group of uniformed police officers 

standing together, back to back, obscuring the view of  

the rest of the hallway. 

 

Niles(CONT’D) 

...Cause I’ve never seen anything  

like it. 

 

Darin glances at her but doesn’t respond. 

 

DETECTIVE SEAN RYAN, or “RYAN” tall, redhead, early  

(40s) wearing dark suit and blue latex gloves calls to  

them from behind the line of cops. 

 

Officer Niles 

He’s all yours Detective Ryan. 

 

She hands Darin off and walks back to the front of the 

hallway. 

 

Ryan 

Bout time you got here Shelley.  Come  

on through. 

            

 

Ryan motions Darin past the line of cops. As they  

give way, he is looking down at first, trying to take  

care not to disturb the crime scene by stepping on  

evidence that is marked with stickers on the carpet.   

Ryan guides him forward. 
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Ryan 

Get ready for some long nights  

partner. 

 

As Darin walks past the police, he pauses, frozen in  

his tracks. Camera pans around and we see painted in  

blood on the walls and doors huge gang tags repping  

“VL” the rest of the way down the hall. Darin is  

visibly shaken. 

 

Darin 

Give it to me. 

 

Ryan 

Looks like VL hit the trap house of one  

of their rivals. We found some money  

they must have missed and a little weed  

scattered around.  There was a shootout  

and the shit went down twisted like it  

tends to do with these guys. You know  

their MO better than most, I’d guess. 

 

Darin 

Yeah, but this is new. 

 

Forensic photographers and other police personnel are 

moving gingerly in and out of the single open apartment 

door taking pictures and collecting evidence. Ryan and 

Darin turn to enter but Ryan stops him.   

 

Ryan 

Hold on…you’re not going to believe  

this. 

 

Darin glances at his grinning partner… then pushes past 

him.   

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING - TRAP HOUSE APARTMENT  

- MOMENTS LATER 

 

Darin enters the apartment and stops.  In shock, freezes 

staring forward, Ryan’s voice drones on.  

 

Ryan (VO) 

Is this what is was like?  Back in  

the “old days” you keep trying to  

not tell me about? 

 

Several beats pass, finally Darin speaks. 
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Darin 

(terror in his voice) 

Where are the heads? 

 

 

PULL BACK ON center of the living room five bodies are  

stacked into a pile beneath a huge “VL” painted in blood 

directly above them on the wall.  Ryan is watching Darin 

very closely for a reaction. 

Ryan 

Your guess is as good as mine, probably  

better. What’s the next move? 

 

Darin 

Little Haiti.  Let’s bring em in. 

 

Ryan 

Will do. 

 

Darin turns and walks out of the apartment. Ryan follows  

him out. 

 

Ryan  

You know, the thing is…  

 

Ryan (CONT’D) 

(beat) 

We know there was a shootout  

because these guy’s guns are all  

empty.  But, we can’t find a single  

bullet hole? 

 

Darin 

(beat) 

And? 

 

Ryan 

And, it looks a hell of lot like  

they actually, shot whoever killed  

them. Shot em up quite a bit, in  

fact.   

 

(beat) 

Casings are all over the place,  

but no bullet holes from their misses.  

Bullets had to go somewhere, right? 

 

Darin 

Right. 
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Ryan  

So, whoever it was that they shot,  

just walked away.  Full of bullets. 

 

Ryan leans in close to Darin. 

 

Ryan(CONT’D) 

You know, you work this job long  

enough and you start seeing and  

hearing stranger and stranger  

things. But this takes the cake.   

 

Darin locks his gaze. 

 

Darin 

Lets see what forensics has to say  

when they finish up.  Until then,  

we work with what we got. 

 

Ryan lifts his arms in mock surrender as Darin turns  

and walks away. 

 

Ryan 

Ok. 

 

Darin heads down the hall toward the elevator.  We hear  

his breathing and heart rate quicken as his anxiety builds.  

 

Darin increases his pace as he gets closer to the elevator.  

He steps in the elevator; the door closes behind him. 

 

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING ELEVATOR – MOMENTS  

LATER 

 

Darin is clearly panicked.  He bends over fighting to  

catch his breath, hyperventilating and sweating. 

 

FADE OUT. 

 

 

 

FADE IN: 

 

EXT. BYRON & ALIYA’S HOUSE – MORNING 

 

The house is a large, old two-story brick house with  

a big front porch in a neighborhood full of the same  

kinds of homes that are mostly in decline. 
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INT. BYRON & ALIYA’S HOUSE - KITCHEN – CONTINUOUS 

 

In the kitchen BYRON SHELLEY, tall, well-built (22) is 

moving back and forth between the counter the cabinets  

and the refrigerator meticulously prepping lunch bags. 

 

He already has on his bright green safety vest and  

his helmet.   

 

He is dressed in a short sleeve shirt with the company  

logo over the chest pocket that says WEST DETROIT 

COURIER.  He has on blue shorts, long black socks and  

black off brand tennis shoes. 

 

The entire kitchen is obsessively neat and organized.  

When Byron opens the cabinet and fridge all of the  

contents are perfectly stacked and labeled with Byron  

or Aliya’s name and days of the week for them to be used. 

 

INT. BYRON & ALIYA’S HOUSE - UPSTAIRS – CONTINUOUS 

 

ALIYA SHELLEY (9) is getting herself ready for school. 

She’s brushing her teeth, combing her hair and putting  

on her uniform.  She packs books into a PINK BACKPACK  

and heads downstairs to the kitchen. 

 

INT. BYRON & ALIYA’S KITCHEN – MOMENTS LATER 

 

Aliya makes her way into the kitchen where she finds  

Byron standing statue still waiting for her.  He is  

holding her lunch bag, it too has a white label with her  

name on the front of it.  Aliya walks right up to him. 

 

Aliya 

Good morning B. 

  

Byron 

(deliberately) 

Good morning Liya. 

  

Aliya 

Is everything ready to go? 

  

Byron 

(nodding) 

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.  

Yes.  

(beat) 

Yes. 
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Aliya smiles as she silently counts out on her fingers  

each time Byron says “yes.”  When he’s done talking,  

Byron bends over and they close eyes and touch foreheads  

for a moment.  

 

Aliya takes a deep breath and looks around. 

 

Aliya 

Ok, lets go. 

  

She takes the bag from Byron, turns and heads out the  

front door with him lumbering behind her. Byron’s bike  

is leaning against the wall in the foyer.  He grabs  

it as though it weighs nothing at all and wheels it out  

the front door as Aliya holds it open. 

 

EXT. BYRON & LIYA’S HOUSE – MOMENTS LATER 

  

Aliya locks the door and follows as Byron walks his bike 

off the porch and down to the street. 

  

Aliya 

This is the last thing, Byron. 

  

She hands him a folded piece of paper that he puts into  

his pocket. 

  

Aliya (CONT’D) 

You absolutely must remember to  

deliver this, for us. Everything  

depends on it. 

 

She begins to climb on back of the bike. 

  

Byron 

I won’t forget Liya.  I won’t let  

you down. 

 

Aliya 

I know you won’t, B.  You never have. 

 

Byron 

I won’t. I won’t. I won’t. I won’t.  

I won’t. 

 

Aliya wraps her arms around Byron and leans her head  

into his back. 
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Aliya 

Don’t go too fast, you’re just  

taking Me to school. 

  

Byron starts riding away from the house.  They make  

their way into the street and zoom away. 

  

Byron 

(to himself) 

I won’t. I won’t. I won’t.  I won’t.  

I won’t. I won’t. 

 

 

INT. LITTLE HAITI - ETIENNE’S HOUSE - MORNINNG 

 

Scene opens on a dark living room, light obscured by  

closed windows with closed blinds.   

 

Superimpose Titles: 

Little Haiti 

 

All the windows are covered with shades. ETIENNE CASIMIR,  

mid (20’s) in jeans and a Tee shirt is peering out of one  

of the windows through the shades. 

 

As he glances up and down the street we see multiple  

police cars parked with their lights running. Officers  

are walking up to houses on the street, some are putting  

men into the backs of the police cars. 

 

Etienne 

Dammit!  This asshole... 

 

EXT. ETIENNE’S HOUSE MORNING - MOMENTS LATER 

 

Darin and Ryan get out of an unmarked car that is flash- 

-ing police lights from the inside on the dashboard. 

 

Ryan 

You sure we’re in the right place? 

 

Darin 

No doubt about it. Head around back  

and make sure he doesn’t bolt. 

 

Ryan 

And you’re certain he’s in there? 
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Darin points to a shiny motorcycle parked in the drive- 

-way leading to the back of the house. The bike has “VL” 

decals on it. 

 

Darin 

You see that? 

(beat) 

He’s here alright. 

 

Ryan heads up the driveway and around the back as Darin  

heads up the walkway towards the front door. 

 

INT. ETIENNE’S HOUSE - BACK ROOM- MOMENTS LATER 

 

Etienne is frantically hiding weapons and money in a  

small cache in a hole in the wooden floor.  When he’s  

done he replaces the  floor board on top of it concealing 

it perfectly, then flips a rug over it just as he hears 

banging on the front door. 

 

He goes to the front door and opens it.  Darin is  

standing there. 

 

Etienne 

Detective. 

 

Darin 

I’m going to need you to come with  

me…now. 

 

 

 

EXT. POLICE HEADQUARTERS – MORNING 

 

Tilt up on front of police building.  Multiple squad cars  

are parked, some are moving in and out of the parking lot. 

 

 

INT. POLICE HEADQUARTERS – MOMENTS LATER 

 

Multiple suspects are sitting at desks opposite plain 

clothed detectives being questioned. The place is buzzing. 

 

INT. POLICE HEADQUARTERS - OBSERVATION ROOM - MOMENTS  

LATER 

 

Darin is standing in front of a two-way mirror.  In the  

room on the other side of the mirror is Etienne sitting  

at a table facing it.   
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It looks as though they are staring directly at each  

other. Ryan enters the room carrying a very thick manila 

folder that is stuffed with papers partly hanging out of 

it.  On the outside of the folder is a white label with  

the letters “808W359-VL”.   

 

Ryan 

(motions toward Etienne) 

What are we gonna do about this  

guy? 

 

He plops the folder down onto the table and flips it  

open revealing documents and photos that have been  

separated by multicolored tabs. 

 

Darin 

Let him stew for a few minutes.   

What did you find? 

 

Ryan 

There are three more of these in  

the file room.  Three.  I thought  

we were going paperless? 

 

Darin 

(shaking his head) 

Don’t hold your breath. 

  

They lean over the table reviewing the contents of the  

folder, pulling out documents and pictures. 

  

Ryan 

(Reading from the file) 

“VL” or “The Voodoo Lords” Motorcycle  

Club….  Club? 

  

They look at each other.  

Ryan (CONT’D) 

What exactly are we looking for? 

  

Darin 

We’ll know it when we find it. 

  

They shuffle and pass papers and photos between each  

other for a few beats.  Ryan starts reading. 
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Ryan 

 “Without doubt, VL is easily the  

most dangerous and brutal gang  

organization in the state, if not the  

country.” 

  

Darin 

What’s that from?  

 

Ryan 

Looks like we had someone embedded in  

the gang for a short time.  This is one  

of his reports.  

 

Darin 

Keep going. 

  

Ryan 

“Thus far, I am able to confirm  

VL’s participation in the eradi- 

-cation of both the members and  

families of what was their chief  

rival organization.  

(beat) 

Of note, rumors of a regular  

practice among the members of  

pseudo religious rituals they  

convene prior to a mission are  

true. I have not been allowed to  

attend when these rituals are  

being performed, neither have I  

been able to determine who it is  

that is in charge of officiating  

them.   

(beat) 

There seems to be a strict divide  

between the grunts that do the riding  

and fighting…and whoever is truly  

running the things. Members from  

two of the sister chapters are arriving  

in droves and tensions have ramped up. 

 

Darin 

That it? 

  

Ryan 

Apparently, this was his last  

entry. Says here that he went  

missing. 
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Ryan slides an older black and white photo across the  

table to Darin. 

 

Ryan 

Remember this guy? 

  

Darin picks the picture up and we see that it is a picture  

of a much younger him in uniform at a crime scene. 

 

Ryan’s phone rings. 

  

Ryan (CONT’D) 

(looking at his phone) 

That’s my wife.  I’m gonna take  

this.  

 

Darin 

Go ahead. 

  

Ryan 

Yes dear?  Your dad?  I thought he was  

staying in Toledo… 

 

Ryan steps out of the room and stands just outside  

of the door in the hallway to finish his conversation  

while Darin continues reviewing the file documents. 

  

Darin sets the picture of himself down on the table  

and continues to thumb through the file until he runs  

into another set of photos that stun him.  He fans  

the pictures out on top of the other documents and next  

to the picture of himself in uniform.   

 

They are a series of gruesome murders where the victims  

have been mutilated.  Some have missing limbs that appear  

to have been torn or bitten off, and one is a corpse  

missing its head. 

  

Darin is startled when he sees that one of the pictures  

is of the VL gang members standing and flashing gang signs  

in front of an old barn.   

 

The picture was shot at night and one of the figures  

in the very back of the group looks like a dark 

silhouette with glowing white eyes, though it’s kind  

of hard to make out exactly what it is. 
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Darin sneakily pockets that picture just as Ryan is  

finishing up his conversation with his wife and  

heading back into the room. 

  

Darin 

I found them. 

  

Ryan turns the pictures toward him and leans in to view  

them. 

  

Ryan 

Great, let’s just have a quick  

look… 

  

Ryan is clearly shocked by the pictures but says nothing  

for a beat. 

Darin 

Look like something we’ve seen  

recently? 

 

Ryan  

These evil ass sons of bitches. 

 

Darin pushes some papers and a mug shot from the file  

toward Ryan. 

 

Ryan 

(reading the documents) 

Etienne Casimir.  We’re looking at  

priors for weapons charges, drug  

possession, attempted murder…how the  

hell is this guy not already in jail  

for life?   

(beat) 

You ready to do this? 

 

Darin 

I’m gonna take this one by myself.   

I need you to hang back, Ryan. 

 

Ryan 

Hang back? Like hell I will.   

Let’s get this straight Shelley,  

I’m not your fucking assistant.  

I’m supposed to be your partner  

here, so I don’t give a rat’s ass  

how much you’ve dealt with these  

animals in the past, you’re going  

to let me do my job. 
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 Darin 

Come on Sean. You know as well as  

I do that if you walk in there guns  

blazing, he lawyers up, and we’re done  

because we don’t have anything to hold  

him on.   

(beat) 

So, we swing it this way.  Let me go  

in first and feel him out, push some  

buttons.  Give me five minutes, then 

you’re on. 

  

Ryan, frustrated, waves Darin off then turns to watch  

through the mirror as Darin picks up the pictures of  

the VL crime scene at the Manchester, walks away then  

enters the room with Etienne. 

 

Ryan 

This is straight up bullshit  

Shelley, and you know it. 

 

INT. POLICE HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - MOMENTS  

LATER 

 

Darin walks in, photos in hand and sits down opposite  

Etienne.  He slides them across the table.  Etienne  

glances down at them, arms crossed, unphased. 

 

Darin 

Why?  I need to know why this went  

down. Why is this happening now? 

 

Etienne 

I’m not the person that can answer  

that question for you. 

 

Etienne leans in across the table. 

 

Etienne(CONT’D) 

But, you know exactly who to ask,  

Though I don’t recommend that you  

do.  Not now. 

 

Darin 

I am not screwing around with you.   

You can tell me what I need to know  

or I can put you in a cage with what’s  

left of the gang that your people  

chopped to pieces last night. 
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Etienne 

Now, we both know you’re not going  

to do that, are you, detective?   

Nah, you don’t want that kind of  

trouble.  You’re just looking for  

a little information, aren’t you? 

(beat) 

Go ahead, Shelley.  Ask me the real  

question you bought me here to ask.  

 

Darin 

What’s the tally, Etienne? 

 

Etienne 

The tally?  It’s higher than you  

want to pay, detective. Because of  

this... 

 

He gestures at the photos-- 

 

Etienne (CONT’D) 

...it’s higher than it’s ever been. 

 

Darin 

It doesn’t matter.  This can’t  

happen again.  It can’t.  I can’t  

let it.  I have to talk to her. I  

need to get out in front of this,  

and the clock is ticking. 

 

Etienne 

No detective.  You’re already out  

of time. 

 

The door opens and Ryan enters and moves into position  

beside Darin, preparing to start his questions. 

 

Etienne 

Lawyer. 

 

INT. LINDHAVEN HIGHSCHOOL CALCULUS CLASS - LATE  

MORNING 

 

INEZ AFILUAR (41) tall, attractive is standing at the  

front of the class finishing up her lecture.  The  

class is filled with seniors but at the very front  

Aliya is sitting an taking notes. 
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Inez 

Are there any questions?   

None? 

 

The bell rings, the kids get up and start exiting. 

 

Inez (CONT’D) 

Do not forget to check your  

syllabus for your schedule of  

quizzes  

and tests. 

 

Aliya is nearly out of the door. 

 

Inez (CONT’D) 

Aliya, one minute. 

 

Aliya turns and walks over to Inez. 

 

Inez(CONT’D) 

How’s your first week going? 

 

Aliya 

Oh, it’s ok.  This is my second  

year of high school so I kind of  

know what to expect. 

 

Inez 

Ok, well…if you need anything feel  

free to talk to me anytime, before  

or after class is fine too.  Ms.  

Darcy would like to see you in her  

office, so please head on over there  

right now. 

 

Aliya 

Yes Mrs. Afiluar. 

 

Aliya heads out of the door into the hall where kids  

are moving between classes. 

 

INT. LINDHAVEN HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELOR’S OFFICE -MOMENTS 

LATER 

 

Aliya walks into the general area of the counseling 

offices.  She passes the chairs set up in a waiting  

area and lightly knocks on one of the open office  

doors. OLIVIA (LIV)DARCY (34) blonde, tall, attractive 

motions her in. 
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Olivia 

Come on in Liya, your uncle’s  

already here. 

 

 

Aliya and Olivia walk through another open door into  

her office and shuts the door behind them.  Sitting  

in one of two chairs at a large desk is Darin Shelley.  

He stands when they enter. 

 

Darin 

Hi Peanut. 

 

Aliya 

I told you not to call me that,  

uncle Darin.  I’m in high school. 

 

He smiles.  Aliya and Olivia head over to the desk and  

take their seats. 

Olivia 

Thank you for coming in Detective 

Shelley. 

Darin 

Call me Darin. 

 

Olivia 

Thank you, Darin.  I wanted to sit 

down with you two at the very start 

of this school year. 

  

Darin 

Is there something wrong? 

  

Olivia 

No, no there’s nothing wrong, per  

se. But, I think that we need to be  

certain that for our students like  

(beat) 

Aliya that are in special situations,  

that we are doing all we can to help  

them fulfill their potential. 

  

Darin 

I don’t quite understand, is she  

Having some kind of problems?  Is  

she being bullied?  

(beat) 

Are you being bullied by someone  

Liya? You can tell me. 
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Aliya 

No uncle Darin. 

  

Olivia 

Aliya is very well liked here Darin.  

She’s actually quite popular and the 

kids love her.  My concern is that as 

recently as the end of last year, Aliya 

seems to have become a bit intellectually… 

stagnant. 

  

Darin 

Could you explain to me what you mean 

By “intellectually stagnant.”  Is there 

something wrong with her grades? 

  

Olivia 

No, not at all.  But, with a student 

like Aliya, grades are not the only 

metric that we use to chart their 

progress. 

 

Darin 

What else is there? 

  

Olivia 

Aliya has a unique mind.  Liya,  

You have an incredible gift.  And  

for the last three years she has  

consistently outperformed the curriculum 

parameters of the grade level that  

she’s been placed in.  However, in  

the last year, she’s performed exactly  

at those parameters for the grade she’s 

in.  Exactly.  
(beat) 

Aliya, can you tell us why this is  

happening? 

 

Aliya, looking put upon shakes her head and kind of half 

shrugs. 

  

Darin 

Ms. Darcy, do these metrics take  

Into account the losses Aliya and  

our family have experienced over the  

last year and a half? 
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Olivia 

Of course, we recognize the terrible 

circumstances that your family has had  

to endure and we’re so sorry something  

this tragic has happened to such wonderful 

people.  

Olivia 

Liya, I need you to know that I under- 

-stand how hard this can be. We just want  

the best for you. This year I’ll be  

setting up weekly sit-down sessions so  

that we can talk about how you’re doing  

and feeling. Ok? 

  

Aliya 

Ok. 

  

Olivia 

Very well, could you please step  

Outside and let me talk to your  

uncle for a moment? 

  

Aliya 

Yes ma’am. 

  

Darin stands as Aliya walks out.    

  

INT./EXT LINDHAVEN HIGH SCHOOL - COUNSELOR’S OFFICE 

CROSSCUT – CONTIUOUS  

 

Aliya steps outside the office as the door shuts behind  

her and sits in one of the chairs in the waiting area.   

She sets her pink backpack beside her chair, takes  

out a notepad and pen. 

 

Inside, Darin takes his seat again. 

 

Darin 

So, I think it’s reasonable for  

us to assume that losing her mother  

and grand-mother in the same year  

might have some bearing on what it  

is you’re seeing with Liya. 

(beat) 

Our current situation is not ideal,  

but it’s working as best we can make  

it work. Maybe what you're seeing is  

as simple as "this is as good as she’s  

going get?"  
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Darin (CONT’D) 

I mean, she’s a nine -year old taking  

high school honors classes.  

I’d say that’s not bad. 

 

Olivia 

For anybody else, yes.  But Aliya  

has already shown us enough to validate  

an academic and intellectual trajectory  

much, much higher than that. 

  

Darin 

How much higher are we talking here? 

  

Olivia 

Based on what we’ve already seen from 

her in previous tests…Liya could become 

one of the finest minds on this planet. 

  

Outside, Aliya begins writing on the notepad. She’s not  

even looking at what she’s writing and appears to be in a  

bit of a daze.  Her hand is moving eerily fast like a  

printer printing out a document. 

  

Darin 

Are you kidding me?  She’s nine. 

  

Olivia 

And she’s already smarter than most 

of the people in the world, much less 

this school.   

Olivia (CONT’D) 

My honest take on this is that  

Aliya is holding back, on purpose. 

  

Darin 

Why would she do something like that? 

 

Olivia 

That’s why you’re here talking to me.  

We need to find out. 

 

Aliya is writing, her hand is moving furiously but she  

seems completely nonplused. TILT DOWN onto the pad and we  

see she is writing incredibly complex equations at an 

unnaturally rapid speed. 

  

KENYA (15) and ASHLYNN (15) both average black teenage  

girls are walking down the hall and see Aliya sitting.  
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They approach her and as they do, Aliya calmly stops  

writing, closes the notepad and smiles. 

 

Kenya 

Hi little Liya! 

Ashlynn 

Hey there little momma.  How are  

you doing?  You’re not in trouble  

are you? 

  

Aliya 

No, just meeting with Ms. Darcy. 

 

Rolling her eyes 

 

Kenya 

Ms. Darcy?  Oh lord.  Everybody  

Gonna know your business now. 

  

Ashlynn 

What? I like Ms. Darcy. 

  

Kenya 

She alright.  Anyway, are you coming  

To the game Liya?  We’ll come get you  

If you want to go. 

   

Aliya 

I don’t think so.  I don’t think  

I can. 

  

 

Ashlynn 

Well, maybe we will stop by on  

the way, 

ok? 

 

Aliya 

Well… 

  

The bell rings and the girls start to walk away. 

  

Kenya 

Ok then, we will see you later  

shorty! 

  

They walk off as other students fill the hall.  Aliya  

watches them go and as they do her smile fades back into  

the daze like state.   
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Without looking down she opens  

the notepad and begins writing again at the same  

incredible pace. 

  

Darin 

Ok.  I’ll talk to her. 

  

Olivia 

I need you to do more than just talk  

To her and protect her Darin.  I need  

You to connect with her. 

  

Darin 

Connect? 

  

Ext. LINDHAVEN HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS OFFICE/HALLWAY  

– CONTINUOUS 

  

The office door opens, and Olivia stops and shakes  

Darin’s hand. 

Olivia 

Thank you for coming in Darin.   

I’ll make sure to keep you up to  

date. And thank you for agreeing to  

this course of weekly meetings. 

  

Darin 

Thank you Ms. Darcy. 

  

Olivia 

Olivia.  Please call me Olivia. 

  

  

Darin 

Well, thank you Olivia. 

  

Darin walks out of Ms. Darcy’s office.  Aliya has  

her backpack on.  She stands and they start walking  

down the now mostly empty hall together. 

  

Aliya 

She likes you, you know? 

  

Darin 

Ms. Darcy?  You think so? 

  

Aliya 

I can tell. 
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Darin 

Oh, you can tell? 

  

Aliya 

(smiling) 

Yes.  It’s pretty obvious. 

  

Darin 

Ms. Darcy thinks that you’re trying 

to be average Liya.  Is she right? 

  

Aliya 

I know.  But, I don’t think that  

There is necessarily anything wrong  

with being average, uncle Darin.   

Do you? 

  

Darin 

God I hope not, or I’m screwed. 

  

He chuckles a little. 

 

Aliya 

The way I see it, average equals  

normal. 

  

Darin 

And you just want to be normal? 

   

 Aliya 

People GET normal.  It doesn’t stand 

out.  It’s just…normal. 

  

They stop walking just before they reach the lunch  

room. 

  

Darin 

I know it’s hard not to care about 

what people think when you’re young, 

Peanut.  But you’re going to learn 

that the best thing that you can ever 

be…is yourself.  Understand? 

  

Aliya 

I understand. 

  

Darin 

I’m going to start coming by to visit 

you guys more often. 
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Aliya 

You don’t have to, we’re doing good. 

  

 

Darin 

I know I don’t have to kiddo. 

  

She smiles and he hugs her. 

  

Darin 

I gotta run, but I will see you guys 

soon, ok?  How’s Byron getting along? 

  

Aliya 

Byron? Oh, he’s fine. 

  

EXT. DOWNTOWN DETROIT CONTINUOUS – NOON 

  

Downtown is alive with activity.  The sidewalks are  

full of people walking in and out of buildings, many  

are in business attire.  It’s lunch time so some food  

trucks and sidewalk vendors have lines of people waiting  

for food.  The streets have ample traffic moving in  

both directions. 

  

Weaving in and out of traffic and through the crowds  

with incredible deftness that belies his usual  

deliberate demeanor, Byron is riding his bike and  

making deliveries.  As he rides he has a HUGE smile  

on his face. 

  

At each of a number of stops, rather than lock up his  

bike, he picks it up and easily carries it in and out  

of the buildings. 

  

EXT. MANCHESTER APARTENT BUILDING – DAY 

  

Byron rides his bike up to the entrance of the Manchester 

apartments and enters the building through the lobby. 

  

INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING – MOMENTS LATER 

  

Byron, carrying his bike, makes his way to the elevator  

and steps in. Even though there are people in the elevator  

he manages to wedge himself AND his bike in it even as  

the people groan out of discomfort. 
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INT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING EIGHTH FLOOR HALLWAY  

– MOMENTS LATER 

  

The elevator door opens and Byron (and his bike)  

step out.  Now free of the cramped elevator he can roll  

his bike along the hallway.   

 

At the far end of the hall he notices yellow lines  

of police tape blocking that part of the floor and  

a few uniformed officers milling around ear an open  

apartment door.  Cautiously and deliberately  

he rolls his bike up to one of the doors, leans  

it on its kickstand and knocks. 

  

Rufus opens the door ever so slightly and peeps out. 

  

Rufus 

What the hell do you want?  Is  

The police still out there? 

  

Byron 

(using outside voice) 

My sister told me to bring this  

to you. 

 

Rufus opens the door fully and steps partly out of  

the apartment.  He’s wearing a white wife beater, plaid  

boxer shorts and black house shoes with white socks. 

 

When he sees it’s Bryon, he begins to “quiet yell” at  

him so as not to draw the attention of the remaining 

police. 

  

Rufus 

Oh hell no!  No! No! I’m done with 

yall crazy ass kids! You better take 

your retarded ass on outta here boy! 

I said I’m DONE!  Tell that little 

witch… 

  

Byron 

No! No. No. No. No. No. No. No.  

No. 

  

Byron reaches into his pocket and pulls out his cell  

phone, pushes a button and holds it up so that only  

Rufus can see the screen, but we hear moaning and  

groaning and a voice that sounds like a woman along  

with Rufus’s voice. 
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Rufus 

(panicking) 

What the hell?  Nigga, put that  

shit away! I can’t go back to jail! 

 
Rufus looks back and forth at the cops milling around  

to see if they heard anything.  He sneers at Byron who  

is standing stark still holding the phone. 

 

Rufus 

(grumbling) 

I know I’m crazy, but yall some  

sick motherfuckas. 

(beat) 

Give it to me. 

  

Byron reaches into his other pocket, pulls out the note  

Aliya gave him and hands it to Rufus.  He reads over  

it, making “disgusted” faces. 

 

Rufus(CONT’D) 

Are you serious?  I can’t do this  

shit! 

  

Byron 

(loud) 

Yes, you can. 

  

He turns off the phone and places it back into his  

pocket, turns, picks up his bike and begins to walk  

back toward the elevator. 

  

Rufus 

I can’t do this!  I won’t!  I  

won’t do this shit no more! I’m  

done! 

  

 

Byron does not even look back. 

Byron 

(loud) 

Yes, you will. 

 

Rufus 

(yelling) 

You sick ass motherfucka! 
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The police officers at the other end of the hall react  

to Rufus’s yelling by looking down the hall to see what’s 

going on.  Rufus notices and quickly ducks back into his 

apartment. 

  

Byron and his bike step onto the elevator and the doors 

close. 

  

EXT. MANCHESTER APARTMENT BUILDING – MOMENTS LATER 

  

Byron is riding his bike through the parking lot and  

away from the building.  He has a big, bright smile of  

pure joy on his face. 

 

INT. LINDHAVEN HIGH SCHOOL – TEACHERS LOUNGE -AFTERNOON 

 

Inside the lounge Olivia is addressing the staff and 

preparing to introduce the new teachers.  There are  

ten or twelve people in the room.  Everyone is relaxed, 

some are sitting others are drinking coffee.  Off to  

one side of Olivia the new teachers are standing, waiting 

to be introduced. 

 

Olivia 

Good afternoon and thanks for staying  

over for a few minutes. I know some  

of you have to get going. I wanted to  

make sure that we had a chance to  

officially meet the new staff before we  

got too far into the first week. 

 

She motions toward the first person standing closest  

to her and points down the line to each as she  

introduces them. 

  

Olivia (CONT’D) 

First, we have our new biology  

teacher, Mr. Allen Jefferson.   

He’s replacing Mrs. Giles who as  

you know moved to Trinidad with her  

wife, Lois and opened their lovely  

little boutique resort.   

(beat) 

We wish them the best of luck.   

Mr. Jefferson comes to us with a  

wide range of experience. 
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She motions toward ALLEN JEFFERSON (38) white male  

medium build, brown hair and eyes. 

 

Jefferson 

It’s great to meet you guys, thanks  

for all your help settling in. 

  

Olivia 

Many of you have already met Inez.   

She’s our new advanced mathematics  

teacher.  She’ll be teaching honors  

Trig, pre-calculus, and calculus. 

(joking) 

Mrs. Afilluar and her family just  

moved here from Miami. I don’t know  

why anyone sane would actually do that,  

but we’re glad she’s here. 

 

Inez laughs and waves and smiles. 

  

Olivia(CONT’D) 

Finally, I’d like to introduce Mr.  

Bedford. 

 

ERIC BEDFORD, (30) tall, black man in a well-tailored  

suit waves at the teachers. 

  

Olivia(CONT’D) 

We’re very fortunate to have Mr.  

Bedford.  He’s come to us with the  

highest recommendation from his most  

recent stay teaching abroad.  He  

will be heading our new Pan African  

studies program. Eric? 

  

Eric 

Teaching is my passion.  I’m happy to be  

here and glad to be a part of this staff. 

 

Olivia 

Please help them find their way around  

and get used to their new environment.   

We will be having an all hands get  

together in the next couple of weeks,  

but if you haven’t already, please  

introduced yourself. 

  

The teachers start to mill around the new staff, shaking  

hands and introducing themselves.  
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One of the teachers, DANA EVANS (32) black, attractive  

makes her way over to Olivia. 

 

Dana 

(discreetly) 

Girl, Mr. Bedford is fine. Is he  

single? 

Olivia smiles, and they laugh together. 

 

EXT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE – DUSK 

 

The Latin Kings House is a large, old three story,  

brick house set back two or three hundred feet from the  

street and sidewalk behind a tall, black wrought iron  

gate that surrounds the entire property.  It has a large  

front and backyard.   

 

The front of the property also sports a car port where a  

dozen or so motorcycles are already parked.  Off to the  

side and somewhat back we see a large area where  

several fighting breeds of dogs are either penned up  

or tied up on leashes.  

 

Several Mexican men wearing boots, jeans, leather chaps  

and leather vests over t-shirts riding loud, rumbling 

motorcycles are arriving through the front gate and  

making their way into the house.  A few of the men have 

women riding along with them.  They pull out bottles of 

liquor from the saddle bags on their bikes for what looks 

to be a get together of sorts. Mexican party music can be 

heard playing in the house and the bikers are being greeted 

at on the porch by ROSA, (late 20’s) petite Mexican.  

Standing just inside the doorway is Rosa’s son LITTLE OSCAR 

(4) holding a large toy school bus.  He smiles as the men 

greet him as they enter. 

 

As if for no reason at all the dogs suddenly go berserk.  

They are barking and snarling and trying to escape their 

pens and leashes in a terrible fury.  Rosa and her guests 

all pause and note that the dogs are trying to get to a man 

walking near the gate at the front of the property.   

He is wearing a gray hoody and is trying to get  

past the house as quickly as possible, without running. 

 

ROSA 

(yelling at the dogs) 

Aye! Aye! cállate! 
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Rosa tries to shout the dogs down but they keep going  

nuts until the man has passed, even as everyone arriving 

watches him walk by, including Little Oscar. 

 

EXT. O’CALLAGHAN’S BAR AND GRILLE – NIGHT 

 

Darin pulls up to the bar, checks his watch, gets out  

of his car and goes in.   

 

INT. O’CALLAGHAN’S BAR AND GRILLE – MOMENTS LATER 

 

Inside is a pool hall atmosphere.  There are several  

tables with games going and one or two that are free.  

It’s a mixed crowd and old timey music is playing on a  

vintage looking juke box.  

 

The bar has beautiful woodwork and the ceiling has  

large wooden rafters. Darin is looking around taking the  

place in as he makes his way toward a pool table near  

the back. At one end of the bar is a large, old brass  

bell with a knotted string hanging from the center. All  

over the walls is police art, artifacts and photos.   

It’s a cop bar. 

 

Darin walks over to a table and standing there with a  

pool cue in one hand two beers in her other hand is  

Olivia. She’s dressed casual in tight jeans, an OHIO  

STATE sweatshirt and black flats with her hair pulled  

back into a ponytail. 

 

Darin 

I gotta say that I was shocked  

that you called me. 

 

Olivia 

Were you really? 

 

She hands him one of the beers.   

 

Darin 

Nope.  But I’m glad you did.   

Cheers. 

 

 

He takes a drink of the beer, takes off his jacket,  

plops it on the chair behind him and rolls up his  

sleeves. 
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Olivia 

So, this is your idea of a first  

date, Detective?  A cop bar?   

 

Darin sits in the chair. 

 

Darin 

THE cop bar.  Figured I might need  

home court advantage.  It’s familiar,  

if not classy 

 

Olivia 

Classy it is mostly not. But it is  

kind of cool.  I however am making  

this place considerably classier than  

it looks like it’s been in a long while.   

 

She takes a drink of her beer. 

 

Olivia(CONT’D) 

Are you gonna sit or are you gonna  

play? 

 

Darin stands and pulls a stick off the rack. 

 

Darin 

Rack em up. 

 

DISSOLVE TO: 

 

INT. O’CALLAGHAN’S BAR AND GRILLE - LATER 

 

There are three balls on the table. The cue ball,  

the yellow #1 and the 8 ball.  Olivia is lining up  

her shot at the cue ball for the win.  Empty beer  

bottles are sitting on the small, round table next  

to their lone chair and a stack of ones and five- 

dollar bills are sitting on the edge of the pool  

table. 

Darin 

Don’t choke. 

 

Olivia keeps lining up the shot. 

 

Olivia 

You mean like the way I did when  

I won the last three games? 
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Darin 

I’m just saying… you study long,  

you study wrong. That’s what they 

say where I’m from. 

 

Olivia 

Corner pocket. 

 

She shoots and knocks the eight ball into the pocket.  

Darin rolls his eyes as it drops in.  She stands up  

from leaning over the table with a smug look on her  

face, eases to the end of the table and picks up the  

money. 

 

Olivia 

Or, study long…you get a degree. 

That’s what they say where I’m from.   

I have three of them, by the way. 

Degrees...I have...anyway. 

 

Darin gives her the slow clap and she flashes the money  

at him, then pockets it. 

 

Darin 

I have to say, I’m impressed. 

 

Olivia 

(singing) 

I’m a hustler baby... 

 

Darin walks around the table to her. 

 

Darin 

Yeah, enjoy that thirty-seven  

dollars “hustler.” 

 

A moment passes when it looks like they might embrace 

or kiss, but Darin doesn’t make a move. Olivia is a  

little disappointed but plays it cool. 

 

Olivia 

I shall. 

 

As they laugh together, the bartender, SULLY (50’s)  

large man wearing a folded down white apron, a white  

t-shirt begins ringing the brass bell.   
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Sully 

Last call! 

 

The bar is clearing out and they pick up their things  

and head for the door. 

 

EXT. O’CALLAGHAN’S BAR AND GRILLE – MOMENTS LATER 

 

The parking lot is mostly empty with only a few cars  

near the back of the building. They walk over to  

Darin’s car and Olivia leans against the door.  Darin  

steps in close to her, she smiles. 

 

Darin 

Well, I guess I should be getting  

you home.  It is a school night. 

 

Olivia 

(smiling) 

Yes, it is.  And I bet that means  

I’m getting up earlier than you. 

 

Darin 

I’d win that bet. 

 

A car pulls onto the lot and stops near the two of them. 

The DRIVER, (40’S) white guy, rolls down the window. 

 

DRIVER 

Darcy? 

 

Olivia 

That’s me!  

(beat) 

Well, thanks for a fun night  

Darin. I needed it. 

 

Darin 

As did I. 

 

Olivia 

...And for thirty-seven dollars. 

 

They smile together. 

 

Darin 

Totally worth it.  Thank you. 
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She kisses him but pulls back and walks away before he  

can lean into her. 

Olivia 

I’ll see you next Thursday. 

 

She hops into the Uber and Darin watches as it leaves  

the lot and speeds away.  He gets into his car and  

drives away as well. 

 

INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE- LITTLE OSCAR’S BEDROOM – NIGHT 
  

Little Oscar is laying on his bed asleep, still clutch- 

-ing his school bus. In the background the Mexican party 

music is droning downstairs as well as the voices of the 

men and women speaking Spanish enjoying themselves. 

  
Little Oscar wakes up, he’s clearly uncomfortable.   

He grabs his bus and heads out of the room and down the 

stairs. 
  

INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE - FOYER – MOMENTS LATER 
  

Little Oscar makes his way down the stairs, but just  

before he passes the front door, something catches his  

eye and he turns and goes to the door as a shadow  

flickers past that we see out of the thin windows  

that run alongside the front door.   

 

Once again, the dogs go completely berserk, growling,  

snarling and barking as Little Oscar slowly makes his  

way to the front door windows and presses his forehead 

against the glass, trying to peer out into the dark  

front yard. The anticipation that the creature will  

appear in the window grows to a crescendo. 

  
INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE - KITCHEN – MOMENTS LATER 

  
Rosa and the other women are sitting in the kitchen 

drinking and talking while the men in the other room  

are playing cards.  Oscar comes in still carrying his 

school bus. 

  
Rosa 

Oscar, ¿por qué no estás en la  

cama? 
  

Little Oscar 
(whining a little) 

Mami, I have to go to the bathroom. 
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Rosa 
(smiling) 

Oh, it’s ok conejito.  Come on,  

vámonos. 

 
She grabs him by the hand and begins walking him  

toward the front of the house where the stairs are. 
            

INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE GREAT ROOM – MOMENTS LATER 
  

The room is filled with smoke from cigars and blunts. 

Most of the men are seated at a large, round table  

playing cards with drinks and multi colored poker  

chips on the table as the music continues to play  

in the background.  

 

Around the room some are playing pool at a table  

near the back and a few are lounging on furniture  

drinking beers.  OSCAR SR. (25) sitting at the table 

playing cards. 
  

Oscar Sr. 
Rosa!  Rosa! ¡Vaya a vea lo  

que pasacon aquellos perros  

de mierda! 
  

INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE FOYER – MOMENTS LATER 
  

Rosa yells back at Oscar Sr. while walking little  

Oscar toward the steps. 
  

Rosa 
Ok! Ok!  

(under her breath) 
Lazy ass punta. 

  
Just as she begins to continue to the stairs, the  

sounds that the dogs are making changes from  

aggressive barking and snarling to sounds of pain  

and distress as though they are being hurt badly.   

She pauses then sends Little Oscar up the steps. 
  

Rosa 

(concerned) 

Go upstairs Oscar.  Voy a  

estar en un minute. 
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Little Oscar runs up the steps but stops at the top  

of the stair as Rosa heads toward the door while the  

sounds of the suffering dogs continues. She flips on  

all the outside lights, then heads out the door. 
  

INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE GREAT ROOM – MOMENTS LATER 
  

Upon hearing the dogs wailing, Oscar Sr. and some of  

the other men stand and listen more intently, the  

seeds of fear beginning to take hold of them. 
  

Oscar Sr. 
Aye! Aye!  Turn off the music! 

  

When the music goes off the dog’s blood curdling  

cries can be heard clearly.   
 

Oscar Sr. (CONT’D) 
What the hell is going on out  

there? Rosa! 
  

EXT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE – NIGHT 
  

Rosa has made her way off the porch and is walking  

toward the side of the house where the dogs are 

kept.  Suddenly, all the wailing noises come to an  

abrupt halt.  Rosa pauses for a beat then even more  

slowly walks toward the side of the house.  As she  

rounds the corner she freezes in her tracks.  Rosa  

sees that all the dogs are laying in a bloody pile. 

  
In a full-blown panic, she screams and starts running  

back toward the front of the house, calling for help. 
  

INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE GREAT ROOM – AT THAT MOMENT 
  

Oscar Sr. and the men in the room hear her screams and  

bolt toward the foyer, tripping over each other. 
  

EXT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE – NIGHT 
  

Rosa is stumbling her way back to the front of the  

house, screaming the whole time.  She manages to  

fall up the steps onto the porch, open the front  

door and just as she turns to slam it shut, the  

creature slides a booted foot inside the door, keeping  

it from closing completely.   
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Rosa is terrified as he casually slides his hand with  

long, black claws into the crack of the door his foot  

has created and with almost no effort, rips the door  

off its hinges and tosses it into the yard behind him  

as Rosa falls to the foyer floor in terror. 
  

INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE FOYER – CONTINUOUS 
  

The creature steps into the foyer and stands over  

Rosa, his hoody still obscuring most of his face  

though his three sets of eyes and his long white  

fangs and sharp teeth can be seen in flashes. 
 

Out of the Great Room Oscar Sr. and the bikers pour  

into the foyer and without hesitating they begin  

shooting at and rushing the creature.  Rosa rolls  

out of their path just in time for the creature to  

charge the men... and begin slaughtering them. 
 

The creature wastes no time.  He is inhumanly fast,  

far too quick for the men to keep up with and he is 

incredibly strong, easily tossing them around like  

rag dolls. He doesn't just kill them, he brutalizes  

them. Using his long black, razor sharp, claws, he  

butchers them and seems to be enjoying himself as he  

does. After a few minutes, the action has stopped, and  
the foyer is filled with dead bodies.  

 
From the top of the stairs Little Oscar watches as  

the creature lifts a still twitching woman’s body  

above his head and lets her blood pour into his mouth. 

Startled out of his fear induced paralysis Little Oscar 

drops the school bus.   

 

The bus tumbles slowly from his little hands and lands  

just behind the creature as he is feeding.  Shocked, it  

looks up and sees Little Oscar standing atop steps.   

Little Oscar runs. 

  
INT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE LITTLE OSCAR’S ROOM – MOMENTS LATER 

  
Little Oscar runs into his room, locks himself in the 

closet and covers his ears.  He sits there in terror  

trying not to make a sound as he cries.  From under the 

door we see as someone walks into the room and up to the 

closet door. 

 

FADE OUT. 
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FADE IN: 

  
INT. DARIN’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM – NIGHT 

 
TILT DOWN Hanging over the bed of Darin Shelley.   

Room is dark, but we see him clearly as light streams  

in from the window next to the bed.   

 

He is laying on top of disheveled sheets wearing only  

white boxers, he is sweating heavily.  His sleep is 

tortured as he suffers through a nightmare.  His badge,  

wallet a small alarm clock reading “3:16 AM” and gun  

are sitting on the top of the nightstand next to the  

bed along with a few prescription bottles and a half  

empty glass of water. 
  

 

INT. DARK ROOM - NIGHT (DREAM SEQUENCE) 

 
In the dream Darin is standing alone in the middle  

of a pitch-black room. He is terrified, shaking but  

nearly completely paralyzed with fear.  He keeps  

turning his head in every direction but will not move  

his body, he even has his arms crossed at his chest,  

and he is completely naked. 

 
Out of the thick darkness that surrounds him, the  

horrible sounds of hisses, moans, growls and teeth  

clicking can be heard on all sides of him. Slowly,  

pairs of glowing, white eyes begin to open in the  

darkness on every side of him.   

 

With each new pair of eyes that blink open, Darin’s fear  

level rises until he finally screams and wakes up.  

       

 
INT. DARIN’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM – MOMENTS LATER 

 
Darin awakes abruptly from his dream sitting up and  

in one smooth motion he grabs his gun off the night- 

-stand, knocking over the glass of water and stands  

up. Panicked and breathing heavily he is holding his  

gun with both hands as he frantically points it around  

the room looking for targets but finds nothing out of 

place. 
  

Slowly, still pointing his gun, using a herculean, 

exhausting effort of will, he removes his finger from  

the trigger.   
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Still very near hyperventilation, Darin slowly lowers the 

gun in front of him all while fighting the overwhelming 

urge to keep it aloft.  Once he fully lowers the gun, he 

takes one huge breath, exhales and  

sits on the edge of the bed. 
  

Exhausted from his PTSD event, Darin drops the gun onto  

the floor places his hand over his mouth and starts  

crying, his body shuddering as he wrestles to regain his 

composure. 

 

Darin’s cell phone rings, snapping him back to reality.   

He tries to ignore it. The phone keeps ringing over and 

over, clearly indicating the caller won’t stop until he 

answers.  Reluctantly, he picks it up and answers.  It’s 

Ryan. 
  

Ryan 
Get your ass up Shelley. I’m  

Texting you an address. 
  

 

Darin 
Tell me it’s not more of same  
shit. 
  

Ryan 
Worse. 
  

Ryan hangs up. Darin’s phone beeps as it receives  

Ryan’s text.  He tosses it onto the night stand, puts  

his face into his hands and lays back onto the bed. 

 
EXT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE – LATER THAT NIGHT 

 

Darin pulls his car into the long driveway and up  

to the house.  There are several police cars parked in  

front of the house with their lights running.   

 

As before, police personnel are combing all over the  

property including moving in and out of the house.   

Yellow tape is everywhere.   

 

Darin exits his car, walks up the stairs passing the  

door laying in the yard to the porch and pauses at the  

front door.   
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INT./EXT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE - FOYER– MOMENTS LATER 

 

Ryan catches Darin on the front porch before he can  

come through the portal. 

 

Ryan 

Is this some shit or what? 

 

Darin 

They tore the door off the hinges? 

 

Ryan 

That?  That ain’t nothing. 

 

They walk through the portal and into the foyer where  

the headless bodies of some of the bikers and women are  

piled. 

Darin 

No tags this time?  We certain  

it’s the same perps that did the  

Manchester? 

 

Ryan 

We’re certain.  Come with me. 

 

Darin 

There’s more? 

 

Ryan 

What do you think? 

 

 

EXT. LATIN KINGS HOUSE – CONTINUOUS 

 

Ryan walks Darin out of the front door, down and around  

to the back of the house past some broken dog pens.  In  

back there are several officers and forensic personnel  

with multiple flood lights set up, all pointing toward  

the black iron gate at the back of the property. 

 

Ryan(CONT’D) 

Welcome to Babylon Shelley, cause  

this right here, this is some old  

testament type shit. 

 

The investigator’s cameras flash as they continue to  

snap pictures. Horror comes over Darin’s face as he  

looks and sees that scattered about the ground are the 

headless bodies of the butchered dogs.  
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He continues to look and sees trussed up and hanging  

on the black iron gate are more bodies of the men and  

women members of the Latin Kings, their heads removed  

and replaced by the dog’s heads. 
  

Ryan 
The Feds are about to be all  

Over our asses. 
  

Darin 
We can’t let that happen. 

  
Ryan 

(fed up) 
Wait, am I missing something? Do  

You not see… this? 
  

He points angrily, his frustration finally boiling  

over. 
  

Ryan(CONT’D) 

Look around you Shelley, the shit 
is officially out of our league! 

  
Darin turns and starts walking away with Ryan hot on  

his heels. 
  

Darin 
I can stop it.  I just need  

Another day... 
  

Ryan interrupts him, grabbing his shoulder and turning  

him. 
  

Ryan 
You’re gonna fix this?  This? 

  
Darin smacks Ryan’s hand off his shoulder.  Realization 

begins to dawn on Ryan. 

 
Ryan (CONT’D) 

You already know exactly what the  

Fuck is going on here, don’t you?   

DON’T YOU? 
(beat) 

Shelley, you son of a bitch.  So  

when were you planning on telling  
YOUR PARTNER? 
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Darin turns and starts walking again. 
  
 

Darin 
I don’t need this shit from you  

Right now, Sean. 
  

Ryan 
And I don’t need a partner that  

Does not trust me! 
  

At these words Darin stops in his tracks, and slowly  

turns around as Ryan continues to walk toward him. 
 

 

Darin 
(yelling) 

What is it about this shit that  

Makes you want so badly to run up  
in the middle of it Sean? Huh?  

Believe it or not you won’t be saving  

the mother fucking day!  

(beat) 

Look, I get it man.  You’re a good  

cop, one of the few there are out  

here, and I know that’s not an easy  

thing to be these days.  But if you  

don’t back up and let me do what I know  
to do, this right here, this is just the  
tip of the iceberg and your happy ass  
won’t be alive to see the rest of it! 

  
Ryan 

(sarcastic) 
So I’m supposed to believe that you’ve  

been lying all this time to protect 

me... and not yourself?  

  
Darin 

Believe whatever the hell you want. 
  

He starts walking again. 
  

Ryan 
I’m not going anywhere Shelley.   

In fact, I am going to be up in  
yourass until you tell me what  

the hell is going on here! You  

can believe that! 
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Ryan(CONT’D) 

All the way up Shelley! 
  

Darin 
Go home to your wife and kids Sean! 

  
Ryan 

Screw you! 
  

Shaking his head, Darin gets into his car, turns it  

around and drives through the gate and away from the  

crime scene.  As he pulls away he passes Little Oscar’s 

school bus laying near the gate entrance.  

 

 

EXT. DARIN’S APARTMENT - NOON 

 

Darin is leaving his apartment and heads for his car.   

Just as he gets ready to get into his car Ryan pulls  

up, blocking Darin’s car in so that he cannot drive  

away.  Darin, keys in hand rolls his eyes, exasperated. 

 

Ryan 

Roll your eyes all your want man,  

wherever you’re going, I’m going  

with you. 

 

Darin 

Ok, man.  I’m too tired to fight  

you. 

 

Darin walks around the front of Ryan’s car to the  

other side and gets in. 

 

Darin(CONT’D) 

We do this my way, Sean.  My way.   

You follow my lead, understood? 

 

Ryan 

Sure, sure.  Where to? 

 

Darin 

I’m not screwing around with you,  

Sean.  If you can’t promise me that  

you’re going let me handle this... 
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Ryan 

I said ok. I got it, your way.  Ok?   

Where to? 

 

Darin 

(reluctantly) 

Just drive. 

 

Ryan 

(smiling) 

See, this is how partners do things. 

 

Darin says nothing but looks for a moment at Ryan and  

then out of his window.  They pull out of the apartment 

parking lot and onto the road. 

 

EXT. MOMMA JOE’S HOUSE - DAY 

 

Darin and Ryan pull up to a quaint looking older  

house in an equally quaint but still “hood”  

neighborhood that surrounded by a regular, gray  

wire fence and has a well-manicured front yard. 

 

At the end of the house’s long gravel driveway that  

leads to the backyard sits a large old barn-like  

garage that can be partly seen from the front yard. 

 

Darin 

I’m going to ask you even though  

I know you won’t do it, but please  

just stay in the car Sean. 

 

Ryan 

You’re right, I’m not going to do  

it. 

 

Darin exhales as they park, both get out of the car  

and begin walking up to the house. 

 

As they reach the fence, Darin slightly in front  

of Ryan, stops them abruptly at the entrance to the  

gate.  He keeps looking down to make sure that no  

part of him has passed over into the yard. 

 

Darin 

I come to speak to the mistress of  

this house. I come to speak with HER.  

I come to barter. 
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Darin (CONT’D) 

Momma Jo. I need to talk with you. 
 

Ryan 

What the hell are you doing? 

 

The front door opens and out steps MOLENE, a child/woman.  

She is dark skinned, and her hair is matted all over her 

head as though it hasn’t been washed or combed in decades.  

It’s difficult to tell if she is a grown looking child or 

an adult little person.  She is chunky and her clothes are 

miss matched and don’t fit well. 

 

Molene 

Momma Jo say yall better not  

come in her yard. 

 

Darin 

Tell her that I need to talk to  

her. 

 

She begins picking her nose. 

 

Molene 

Momma Jo say yall need to go  

home right now. 

 

Darin 

Tell her that I’m not leaving  

until I speak to her! 

 

Molene shrugs, sighs then turns and goes back into the  

house.  After a few beats the front door opens slowly  

and MOMMA JO CASIMIR black woman(60’s) with graying hair  

steps out onto the small porch, scowling flanked by  

Molene.  She stands for a moment, hands on hips  

saying nothing. 

 

Darin 

Thank you, Momma Jo for seeing  

me... 

 

Momma Jo 

Ahh, it is you.  The little boy  

that ran away.  Have you come back  

to me, little boy?  I knew that you  

would. 
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Darin 

I’ve come to ask you some questions,  

Momma Jo, and I need your help. 

 

Momma Jo 

I don’t think I feel like answering any 

questions from you today boy.  Go away.  

 

She waves him off dismissively and begins to go  

back into the house. 

 

Ryan 

If I called you “boy” you’d be trying  

to kick my ass right now. 

 

Darin 

Shut up Sean. 

(beat) 

Please!  Just hear me out! 

 

Momma Jo 

Why should I?  Hmm? Why should one such as  

I listen to the whining of a child asking  

silly questions about things he can never  

truly comprehend?  

(beat) 

Tell me, boy. 

 

Darin 

Detective.  It’s detective now,  

but you already knew that, didn’t  

you Momma Jo? 

 

Momma Jo 

(grinning evilly) 

Yes, I did. 

 

Darin unconsciously glances towards the garage,  

Momma Jo notices.  Slyly, she looks back over her  

shoulder at the garage at the end of the driveway  

and then back to Darin.  Still grinning, Momma Jo  

and Molene step off the porch together and walk  

toward the middle of her yard. 

 

Momma Jo 

I have always admired your strength,  

boy. It takes great resolve for you  

to come back…here.  Does it not?   
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Momma Jo (CONT’D) 

A shame I don’t feel like talking to  

you today, I think we have a great  

deal that we could discuss. Goodbye  

scared little boy that ran away.  Do  

not come back unless I call for you. 

 

Darin 

(yelling) 

I can’t leave!  Not until you help me! 

  

Momma Jo pauses, she is clearly annoyed by Darin’s tone. 

 

Momma Jo 

I said, go away, detective... you  

should heed my words now, while I’m  

still willing to let you go. 

 

 

Ryan 

(out of patience) 

Let us go? Look Mother Jones or  

whatever the hell your name is 

I’m going to need you to come your  

creepy old ass with me… 

 

 

Ryan reaches back and pulls out his handcuffs as he strides 

into the yard. Darin is horrified and tries to grab him but 

misses. 

 

Darin 

Damnit Sean! 

 

Looking back as he walks into the yard. 

 

Ryan 

I got this Shelley. 

 

Ryan comes up on Momma Jo and Molene.  He stands  

looming over them brandishing his handcuffs and  

reaches out preparing to grab Momma Jo. 

 

Ryan(CONT’D) 

Let’s go ma’am... 

 

Momma Jo 

Wehla. 
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Instantly Ryan freezes in his tracks and after a  

moment he begins screaming.  His frozen body  

starts to contort, the sounds of his bones cracking  

can be heard over his screams.   

 

 

 Looking at the handcuffs 

 

Momma Jo 

Chains. It never fails.  These  

white men and their chains. 

 

Ryan drops to his knees and then falls onto his back.  

Staring up as Momma Jo reaches him and stands over him. 

 

Darin 

Momma Jo please! 

 

Momma Jo 

I have watched you put chains on  

my people for five hundred years.   

Chains on our bodies.  Chains on  

our souls...  and now you bring  

your chains to this place? 

 

 

She spreads her arms and Ryan, his body still contorting  

and blood dripping from his ears and nose, screams.  

 

At the sound of his screams, the people in the  

neighborhood outside of their houses begin to make  

their way inside.  Other neighbors close their doors  

and lower the shades in their windows. 

 

Momma Jo(CONT’D) 

...Here, where I have sown the  

lives of fools like you into the  

soil beneath my feet.  You and your  

chains.  You think that the whole  

world belongs to you, but here, on  

this ground, I am god. 

(beat) 

I have chains too.  My chains are  

not made of iron, they are forged  

from blood. 

 

Darin drops his head as he listens to Ryan scream while  

his bones continue to crack and twist, the unseen power 

contorting him like a pretzel as he writhes in the grass. 
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Darin 

(broken) 

I’ll Pay it.  I’ll pay the tally. 

 

Momma Jo 

But you don’t know what the tally  

is, do you Detective? 

 

Darin 

No, but it doesn’t matter, I’ll pay  

it. 

 

Momma Jo 

It will matter, when the time comes to  

pay. It always does. Very well.  The tally  

is… one of any thing that I ask of you that is 

within your power to give.  Do you accept  

it? 

 

Darin 

I do. 

 

Momma Jo 

Once again you find yourself in  

my debt, Detective. Ask your questions,  

make your request. 

 

Darin 

Why? Why have you started war  

again?  

(beat) 

Why are you doing this? It has  

to stop, Momma Jo. It has to.   

 

Momma Jo 

Stop?  I have not begun anything  

that would require stopping. 

 

Darin 

(perplexed) 

No more riddles.  No more games.  

The killings.  The bodies.  The  

heads!  Are you telling me you’re  

not doing this? 

 

Momma Jo 

The ways of ignorant children  

never cease to annoy me.   
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Momma Jo (CONT’D) 

Can you of all people not see that  

this blood spilled is not by my hand? 

 

Darin 

That can’t be.  That can’t be! If  

it’s not you, then who or what am  

I fighting? 

 

Momma Jo 

I cannot lead you to it, but I will  

tell you this much, Detective. The  

one that you seek is enemy to us  

both. 

Darin 

Then help me! Help me find it.   

Help me stop it!   

 

She laughs 

 

Momma Jo 

Help you? Why would I do such  

a thing? And I certainly don't  

need your help dealing with  

my enemies. No, in this you are  

useless to me. I cannot use you.  

So, goodbye Detective. Our  

conversation has ended. 

 

Darin starts to protest. 

 

Darin 

So we’re just caught in the middle  

of your shit? Is that it, Momma Jo... 

 

Momma Jo 

(interrupting) 

Leave. 

 

She waves him away as she stands over Ryan peering down  

at him as she talks. 

 

Darin 

But, my partner... 

 

Momma Jo 

Leave him. 

 

Her command hits him like a ton of bricks. 
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Darin 

(dejected) 

Is this your tally? 

 

 

Momma Jo glances at Molene and they make eye contact. 

Molene steps over to Ryan and kneels.  She fishes  

through his pockets. 

 

Momma Jo 

Poor, foolish boy.  This one has  

offended me. His life cannot be  

purchased with your tally. He  

belongs to me now.  Do you intend  

fight me for him? 

(beat) 

I thought not.  Leave him. 

 

 

Molene stands up with Ryan's car Keys. She turns and  

tosses them to Darin, then walks back to stand beside  

Momma Jo. 

 

Darin wrestles for a few moments, torn between his  

fear of Momma Jo and his duty to his partner.   

He looks into Ryan’s eyes as Ryan is silently pleading  

with him for help, tears of blood falling from his  

eyes as his body continues to quake. 

 

Finally, Darin slowly turns and gets back into Ryan’s  

car and drives away. 

 

EXT. DETROIT FREEWAY – DUSK 

 

Darin is driving along the freeway in Ryan’s car.  He  

turns off at an exit and heads into the city. 

 

EXT. FLINT MICHIGAN GHETTO STREET – NIGHT 

 

Darin pulls the car up to the curb outside of a large,  

old building.  Across the street is a carryout liquor  

store that has lots of rugged looking men and women going 

in and out. 

 

Some of the people are hanging around the outside of  

the store talking and smoking.  They notice Darin as he 

pulls up. 
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Darin shuts off the car, rolls down all the windows and  

gets out.  He walks to the front of the car and places  

the keys onto the hood and walks away as some of the men  

begin to cross the street. 

 

FADE OUT: 

 

EXT. BYRON & ALIYA’S HOUSE – NIGHT 

 

The night has come on and a huge, full moon hangs in  

the sky over the house. 

 

INT. BYRON & ALIYA’S HOUSE FOYER – NIGHT 

 

Byron and Aliya are standing at the front door in the  

foyer of the house next to Byron’s bike. They are dressed  

to go out and Aliya is zipping Byron’s jacket up. She finishes 

by putting on her pink helmet.  Byron is also in his regular 

riding gear. 

 

Aliya 

Ok.  Do we have everything? 

 

Byron 

Check. We are ready to roll. 

 

Aliya 

I’m so excited! 

 

Byron smiles a big smile. 

 

Byron 

Me too Liya.  I’m excited too. 

 

They exit the house, Byron rolling out his bike. 

 

 

EXT. BYRON & ALIYA’S HOUSE – NIGHT 

 

Together they walk off the porch and down the steps  

to the edge of the street. The headlights of cars  

zooming along down the highway where traffic converges  

can be seen. 

 

Byron 

We’re about to go fast, aren’t  

we Liya? 
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Aliya 

Yes B. 

 

They give each other a fist bump and she climbs aboard  

the bike with Byron. 

 

Aliya(CONT’D) 

Go as fast as you can. 

 

Byron clicks on a small headlight on the front of the  

bike.  Aliya wraps her arms around his waist as they pull  

out into to the street. Then, Byron kicks it into high gear.   

He is flying and smiling broadly as the wind whips into  

his face. 

 

Byron 

Go fast.  Go fast.  Go fast.   

Go fast.   

 

Their ride through the night is almost magical.  As  

they dip in and out of traffic traveling as fast as many  

of the cars, they giggle and laugh like they are on a 

roller coaster.  The lights and the city’s landmarks fly 

past them in a whirlwind of colors. They are having a 

blast. 

 

 

EXT. CITY MORGUE – NIGHT 

 

Byron and Aliya speed past the front of an old, gray 

building. The sign on the front of the building reads, 

 

CITY MORGUE 

 

They ride around back and dismount. Bryon rolls his bike  

along as they make their way to a large, black door used  

for loading the bodies in and out of the morgue.  Byron  

bangs on the door, while Aliya looks up into the  

camera positioned above it.  There is a long buzz and  

the door electronically unlocks.  Rufus sticks his head  

out and looks around, making certain that no one else is  

with them. 

 

 

Rufus 

Come on, hurry up. 

 

He hurries them through the door. 
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INT. CITY MORGUE - NIGHT 

 

Inside is a area large with a high ceilings and  

polished cement floors.  There are rows of metal  

gurneys with bodies in white, plastic bags on them in  

a line waiting to be picked up. 

 

They follow Rufus as they walk through the facility. 

 

Rufus 

Now, I know that we have not  

been getting along very well in  

our little “arrangement “lately,  

and I do think that’s partly my  

fault. So, I’m willin to admit  

that. 

 

Byron and Aliya glance at each other as he talks.  

They continue walking past various stations and metal  

walls of individual holding chambers for bodies. 

 

Rufus(CONT’D) 

But yall little kids got to  

understand that sometimes grown  

peoples needs to do certain thangs  

that let them express they selves  

in a strong, intimate fashion that  

other mens and womens might not  

understand.  

Aliya 

You are a liar and a pervert. 

 

Rufus is stunned by her candor and stops to address her. 

 

 

Rufus 

Oh and your scary little ass is  

now judging me? It’s true that I  

likes what I likes, but you, you  

is evil. 

 

Aliya 

That wouldn’t matter even if it  

were true. 

 

Rufus 

And why the hell not? 
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Aliya 

Because objective morality doesn’t  

exist.  Humans are little more than  

a highly evolved form of primate.   

What you call morality is simply  

survival behavior that we display 

that is most advantageous for the  

propagation of our own lives,  

offspring and species. 

 

Rufus is perplexed as though Aliya just blew his mind. 

 

Rufus 

Damn. How you know all these  

things, little evil girl? 

 

Aliya 

(smiling) 

I’m smart. 

 

They continue walking. 

 

Rufus 

Here’s some smart shit for you.   

“E Pluribus I will kick your mother 

fucking ass!” How you like that? Ten  

years ago, I would have shot our little  

ass by now, I know that much.  But I  

can’t go back to jail. 

 

Byron 

(whining) 

Liya, I don’t like it when he says  

things like that to you.  If he doesn’t  

stop, I’m going to hurt him. 

  

Aliya 

It’s ok B. Mr. Rufus knows what we  

can do to him.  Don’t you Mr. Rufus? 

 

Rufus 

I know your ass is crazy. 

 

Rufus sneers at her as they come to a stop outside  

of a door leading to another section of the morgue  

marked “Refrigerated” 
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INT. CITY MORGUE - DECOM ROOM – MOMENTS LATER 

 

They enter the Decom Room and Rufus closes the door  

behind them. He walks over to the far wall that has 

individual tomb chambers built into it.  When he  

reaches the wall he turns to address the kids. 

 

Rufus(CONT’D) 

Now, you kids listen to me.  This  

is the last time.  It has to be. I  

cannot...I will not do this for you,  

ANYMORE! 

 

Aliya 

No, it isn’t the last time. And  

you will do everything we ask,  

every time we ask.  You understand 

this, don’t you Mr. Rufus? 

 

Rufus 

You is a cold little bitch. 

 

Byron makes to step forward but Aliya grabs his  

wrist, stopping him before he can get past her. Rufus  

turns and pulls out each of the entire bottom row of 

chambers so that their contents can be clearly seen. 

 

Byron and Aliya walk over to where Rufus is standing  

so that they can see into all of the open chambers. 

 

TILT DOWN on the chambers. 

 

Inside of each of the refrigerated chambers are pairs  

of human legs that have been sawed off just above the 

thigh.  They are all different sizes and nationalities. 

 

Rufus (CONT’D) 

I’m not trying to make no excuses,  

but this was all I could get on  

short notice. 

 

Aliya and Byron scan the legs.  They look at each other  

and smile as Byron takes Aliya’s hand. 

 

Aliya 

(Smiling) 

These will work. 

 

Byron, still smiling, nods his head in agreement. 
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Byron 

(smiling) 

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 

 

FADE TO BLACK SCREEN  

 

Byron (VO) 

Yes. 

 

 

 

END 

 


